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In this paper we continue the study of the nodal domain structure of doubly
periodic solutions of certain nonlinear elliptic problems initiated in Fife et al.
(Physica D 100 (1997), 257278). More precisely, we consider small amplitude solu-
tions of 2u+*f (u)=0 in R2 whose nodal domains consist of equilateral triangles
tiling the plane. If this equation is suitably perturbed, then for generic f we prove
the existence of unique nearby solutions with triangle symmetry and show how
their nodal domain geometry breaks up. Furthermore, we treat the non-generic rec-
tangular cases which had to be excluded in Fife et al. (Physica D 100 (1997),
257278) as well as other nodal domain structures.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For studying a phenomenon called spinodal decomposition in materials
sciences Cahn and Hilliard [1, 2] introduced the equation
ut=&2(2u+*f (u)) (1)
now bearing their names. As in any dynamic model stationary solutions of
(1) are of particular interest, and due to physical observations one is inter-
ested especially in solutions with certain spatial periodicities. For a more
detailed discussion of the physical context we refer the reader to Fife et al.
[7].
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Subject to certain boundary conditions, stationary solutions of the
CahnHilliard equation satisfy the elliptic equation
2u+*f (u)== (2)
for some constant = # R. Motivated by these facts we initiated together with
P. C. Fife and H. Kielho fer in [7] a study of doubly periodic solutions of
2u+*f (u)+=g(u)=0 in R2, (3)
which reduces to (2) if we let g(u)=&1. In doing this we particularly
concentrated on determining the geometry of the nodal domains of such
solutions.
Roughly speaking, the main results of [7] can be summarized as follows.
Fix two constants a, b>0 and let the mapping f : R  R be sufficiently
smooth and odd with f $(0)>0. Then for ==0 there is a global smooth
branch C/R+_C2, :(R2) of solutions (**, u*) of (3) bifurcating from
the trivial solution line [(*, 0)] at ?2(4f $(0))(1a2+1b2) such that the
mappings u* have the following properties:
v They are doubly periodic with periods 4a and 4b, respectively, i.e.,
we have the identities u*(x1 , x2)=u*(x1+4a, x2)=u*(x1 , x2+4b) for
every choice of (x1 , x2) # R2.
v For any integer k # Z the mappings u* are odd with respect to the
two lines [x1=(2k+1)a] and [x2=(2k+1)b].
v u* is strictly positive in the rectangle (&a, a)_(&b, b).
In other words, the nodal domains of u* form a checkerboard pattern
with characteristic lengths 2a and 2b. This result can be found in Holzmann
and Kielho fer [13] where additionally it was proved that the branch C can
be parameterized by &u*& .
We are interested in doubly periodic solutions of (3) for small |=|>0
near (**, u*) # C for which the nodal line structure breaks up. According
to a celebrated result by Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [8] the mapping u* auto-
matically satisfies Neumann conditions on the boundary of the rectangular
domain 0=(0, 2a)_(0, 2b). Thus we are led to studying the Neumann
problem
2u+**f (u)+=g(u)=0 in 0,
(4)u
&
=0 on 0
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near the special solution (=, u)=(0, u*), since any solution of this problem
generates a doubly periodic solution of (3) if it is extended periodically to
the whole of R2 by (even) reflections.
For a certain class of sub-linear odd f it was shown in [7] that if g is
smooth with g(0){0 and if &u*&>0 is sufficiently small then (4) has
uniquely determined solutions u= near u* for small |=|, and that for ={0
the nodal domain structure of u= breaks up (cf. Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 in
[7]). Unfortunately, for proving this result we had to exclude certain ‘‘non-
generic’’ values of the ratio ab (cf. Remarks 3.2 and 3.5 in [7]).
Besides the above-mentioned solutions of (3) those with triangle symmetry
are equally interesting. It was shown in Kielho fer [14] and Holzmann and
Kielho fer [13] that there is also a global branch of solutions (**, u*) of
Eq. (3) for ==0 whose nodal domains are equilateral triangles tiling the
plane as depicted in the left diagram of Figure 1. Similar to above we are
interested in nearby solutions of (3) for small |=|>0 for which the nodal
line structure breaks up. However, the methods of [7] did not work for
this case (cf. Remark 3.6 therein), since they require a one-dimensional
kernel of the linearization of (3) with respect to u at the bifurcation point,
whereas in the triangle case this kernel is two-dimensional.
The purpose of the present paper is to develop a method suitable for
tackling this problem for small amplitude solutions u*. In doing this we
proceed as follows. In Section 2 we compute the Taylor series expansion of
the regular triangle solution branch C near the bifurcation point on the
trivial solution line. Particular interest is given to quantitatively describing
the behavior of the parameter ** along the branch. This knowledge of the
quantitative behavior of C near the bifurcation point was not needed in
[7] but is crucial for the triangle case.
The next section is devoted to proving the existence of unique solutions
u= of (3) for small |=|>0 near a small amplitude solution (**, u*) on the
Fig. 1. Solutions with regular triangle and triangle symmetry.
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regular triangle branch. Basically this is done with the help of the implicit
function theorem and a Neumann problem of the form (4), similar to our
proceeding in [7]. Yet for proving the required invertibility of the lineari-
zation we have to pursue a completely different approach: A combination
of the results of Section 2 with a perturbation series argument for simple
eigenvalues taken from Chow and Hale [3] is employed and yields the
result for mappings f satisfying some generic condition. The required sim-
plicity of certain eigenvalues is achieved by restricting the problem to
suitable fixed-point spaces. We want to emphasize that the use of symmetry
at this point is crucial.
In Section 4 we use a LyapunovSchmidt reduction to investigate the
nodal domain structure of these solutions u= . We will see that if g is a suf-
ficiently smooth ‘‘generic’’ mapping with g(0){0 then the nodal domains
are qualitatively of the form depicted in the right diagram of Figure 1.
At the end of Section 4 we perform a brief discussion of the group
theoretical situation which applies to our problem, i.e., we present some
results on the representation theory of the symmetry group acting on doubly
periodic functions with triangle or regular triangle symmetry. Subject to
generically satisfied conditions, this yields infinitely many possible patterns
for the perturbed problem (4). In our particular problem, however, only
one of these patterns can actually be observed under generically satisfied
conditions, namely the pattern in the right diagram of Figure 1. In order
to establish this fact we had to perform the analysis of Sections 3 and 4.
Finally in Section 5 we apply the method developed so far to solving the
non-generic rectangle cases which had to be excluded in [7], as well as to
other nodal domain geometries. Surprisingly the results differ significantly
for the various domains.
In view of the discussion in [7, Section 5] the results of the present
paper add further patterns to the list of possible geometries of spinodally
decomposed states in the CahnHilliard model (1)and as Figures 1, 4,
and 5 indicate, these patterns may be quite different depending on the
involved symmetries.
2. EXPANSION OF THE UNPERTURBED BRANCH
In this section we recall more or less known results on the existence of
a global smooth solution branch of (3) for ==0 such that along this
branch the solutions exhibit a nodal domain structure as shown in the left
diagram of Figure 1, together with a periodicity which may be described by
an appropriate lattice L in R2. Furthermore, we are interested in the
Taylor series expansion of this branch near the trivial solution line.
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As we mentioned in the introduction we look for C 2, :(R2)-solutions of
equation (3) for ==0 with certain periodicity properties. These properties
can be described as follows (cf. Kielho fer [14]). Let
L :={:1 k1+:2k2 # R2: :1 , :2 # Z, k1=(- 3, 0), k2=\- 32 ,
3
2+= (5)
denote the regular triangle lattice in R2, let
D :=[x=(x1 , x2) # R2 : 0<x2<- 3 x1 , x2<3&- 3 x1]
denote the open equilateral triangle of side-length - 3 and with corners
(0, 0), (- 3, 0), and (- 32, 32), and let YL denote the set of all mappings
u: R2  R such that
v u is L-periodic, i.e., the identity u(x+l )=u(x) holds for all x # R2
and l # L;
v u is odd with respect to the three lines [x2=0], [x2=- 3 x1], and
[x2=3&- 3 x1] determining the equilateral triangle D.
It is clear that any continuous mapping in YL which does not vanish in
the triangle D exhibits a nodal domain structure as depicted in the left
diagram of Figure 1. Moreover, any u # YL is completely determined by its
restriction to D.
Thus, in the above notation we seek for solutions of the nonlinear elliptic
problem
2u+*f (u)=0, u # C2, :(R2) & YL , (6)
where the mapping f : R  R is smooth and odd with f $(0)>0, particularly
for solutions u which do not vanish in D. Equivalently, we may consider
the Dirichlet problem
2u+*f (u)=0 in D,
(7)
u=0 on D,
since any C2, :(D )-solution of (7) corresponds to a unique solution of
(6)just extend the solution to the whole of R2 by inverse reflections along
the nodal lines in the left diagram of Figure 1 (cf. Kielho fer [14, Remark
1]; the proof is similar to that for the rectangular lattice which can be
found in the appendix of [7]). We will skip between these two formula-
tions of the problem freely and use the one which seems to be most
appropriate in a given situation.
As for the existence of a global solution branch of (6) we have the
following well-known result.
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Proposition 2.1. Let the mapping f : R  R be sufficiently smooth and
odd with f $(0)>0. Then there is a global smooth branch C/R+_C2, :(R2)
of nontrivial solutions of (6) which do not vanish in D emanating from the trivial
solution line [(*, 0)] at the bifurcation point (*0 , 0)=(16?2(9f $(0)), 0).
Proof. The existence and smoothness of the global branch is a conse-
quence of Kielho fer [14], compare also Holzmann and Kielho fer [13].
Note that the number *0 determining the *-component of the above bifur-
cation point is exactly the first eigenvalue of the linearized problem
2v+*f $(0)v=0 in D,
(8)
v=0 on D,
and a corresponding eigenfunction u1 is given by
u1(x1 , x2) :=sin
4?x2
3
&2 cos
2? - 3 x1
3
sin
2?x2
3
(9)
(cf. Pinsky [15]). K
The above existence result does not suffice in our situation. We need
quantitative information on the behavior of C near the bifurcation
pointwhich is contained in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that the assumptions of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied,
and let f (u)=f1u+f3u3+f5 u5+O(u7) for u  0.
Then near the bifurcation point there is a parameterization of C by a
smooth mapping
(&{0 , {0) % { [ (**({), u*({)) # C
with (**(0), u*(0))=(16?29f $(0), 0) such that in the triangle D we have
u*({)>0 or u*({)<0 provided {>0 or {<0, respectively. Furthermore, for
{  0 we have the expansions
**({)=*0+*2{2+*4 {4+O({6), (10)
u*({)=u1 {+u3 {3+u5 {5+O({7), (11)
where
*0=
16?2
9f1
, *2=&
20?2f3
3f 21
, *4=&
280?2f5
9f 21
+c1 , (12)
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and u1 , u3 , u5 # C2, :(R2) & YL, with u1 as defined in (9). The constant c1 in
the formula for *4 only depends on f1 and f3 but not on any higher derivative
of f at the origin.
Proof. According to Zeidler [16, Theorem 8.A, 8.B] the local
parameterization near the bifurcation point (*0 , 0) exists and for {  0 we
have the expansions
**({)=*0+*1 {+*2{2+*3{3+*4 {4+*5{5+O({6),
u*({)=u1{+u2 {2+u3 {3+u4 {4+u5{5+u6{6+O({7)
with *k # R, uk # C2, :(R2) & YL . Putting these expansions into (6) and
collecting the coefficients of equal powers of { furnishes the following set of
equations:
2u1+*0 f1 u1=0,
2u2+*0 f1u2=&*1 f1 u1, (13)
2u3+*0 f1 u3=&*0 f3 u31&*1 f1 u2&*2 f1 u1. (14)
b
In the first equation the only unknown variable is u1 . Due to results of
Pinsky [15] the solution space of this equation is one-dimensional, and
according to Zeidler [16] we may choose u1 freely from this space. Once
we have done this the remaining coefficients in the expansions of ** and u*
are uniquely determined by additionally requiring
|
D
u1uk dx=0 for k=2, . . ., 5, (15)
cf. again Zeidler [16, Corollary 8.25]. So we may define u1 # C2, :(R2) & YL
as in (9), which is exactly the first eigenfunction of the Laplacian on the
equilateral triangle D (cf. Pinsky [15]).
Recalling the above-mentioned interpretation of problems in YL as
Dirichlet problems on D the right-hand sides of the remaining two equa-
tions (13) and (14) have to be orthogonal to u1 with respect to the
standard L2(D) scalar product. This is a consequence of the self-adjointness
of 2u+*0 f1 u in the canonical Hilbert space setting, together with the
closed range theorem. Thus, (13) implies *1=0, and together with (15) we
get u2=0. From (14) we further deduce
*2=&
*0 f3 D u
4
1 dx
f1 D u
2
1 dx
, (16)
and together with (15) this equation uniquely determines u3 .
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Now it is clear how to proceed: Looking at the coefficient of {4 the
reader may readily verify that both *3=0 and u4=0, and that the equation
stemming from the coefficient of {5 reduces to
2u5+*0 f1u5=&*0 f5u51&3*0 f3 u
2
1 u3&*2 f3u
3
1&*2 f1u3&*4 f1u1 .
This yields
*4=&
*0 f5 D u
6
1 dx+*2 f3 D u
4
1 dx+3*0 f3 D u
3
1u3 dx
f1 D u
2
1 dx
(17)
and (15) uniquely determines the mapping u5 . Similarly as above we
further conclude both *5=0 and u6=0, and evaluating (16) and (17)
finally furnishes (12). (These calculations, as well as all the calculations to
come, may be done with Maple V; cf. the appendix.) This completes the
proof of the proposition. K
Remark 2.3. With the help of (14), (15), and (17) it should be possible
to numerically calculate the value of *4 in our situation. In the following
however we are mainly interested in generic results, and so (12) suffices for
our purposes.
3. UNIQUE SOLVABILITY OF THE
PERTURBED PROBLEM
Now that the existence of a global solution branch C of (3) for ==0
consisting of solutions (**, u*) where u* has a nodal domain structure as
in the left diagram of Figure 1 is established we turn our attention to
nearby solutions of (3) for small |=|>0 exhibiting a nodal domain struc-
ture as in the right diagram of Figure 1. Similar to [7] this will be accom-
plished in the following two steps:
v First of all we will show that for (**, u*) # C sufficiently close to the
bifurcation point (*0 , 0) the set of solutions (=, u) of (3) for *=** in a
neighborhood of (0, u*) is given by a smooth curve [(=, u=)].
v Then we will investigate the nodal domain structures of the so-
constructed solutions u= and show that for sufficiently small |=|>0 the
geometry depicted in the right diagram of Figure 1 may be observed.
Whereas the second step will be the subject of the next section, we begin
by establishing the solution curve [(=, u=)]. In doing this we basically use
the following idea taken from [7]:
Consider the problem in a new space XL of L-periodic functions
(cf. (5)) with a certain reflection symmetry which still contains u*, but also
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functions whose nodal domains are as in the right diagram of Figure 1.
(Recall that the space YL does not admit such nodal domains.) Then use
the implicit function theorem to establish a unique solution curve through
(0, u*).
Let us begin by making these notions more precise. As illustrated in
Figure 2 (shaded region) let
0 :={x=(x1 , x2) # R2: 0<x1<- 32 , &
- 3
3
x1<x2<
- 3
3
x1=
denote the open equilateral triangle of side-length 1 and with corners (0, 0),
(- 32, 12), and (- 32, &12). Using the regular triangle lattice L defined in
(5) let XL be the space of all mappings u: R
2  R such that
v u is L-periodic, i.e., u(x+l)=u(x) for all x # R2 and l # L;
v u is even with respect to the three lines [x1=- 32],
[x2=(- 33) x1], and [x2=&(- 33) x1] determining the equilateral tri-
angle 0.
For illustrating this definition we refer again to Figure 2. There the
regular triangle lattice L is given by the corners of the equilateral triangles
which are determined by the solid lines. The domain D introduced in Sec-
tion 2 is the triangle whose lower left corner lies at the origin. The three
lines appearing in the definition of 0 are the dotted lines surrounding the
shaded region, which of course is 0.
From the above definition of XL one may easily deduce that every func-
tion in XL is even with respect to all of the dotted lines depicted in Figure
2and these lines are exactly the angle bisectors of the solid equilateral
triangles. Furthermore, every mapping in XL is uniquely determined by its
Fig. 2. The basic geometry.
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restriction to 0, just extend it to the whole of R2 by (even) reflections
along the dotted lines.
Our interest in the space XL originates in the fact that according to a
result by Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [8] we automatically have u* # XL for
every (**, u*) # C. Furthermore, solutions of (3) with a nodal domain
structure as in the right diagram of Figure 1 might be contained in XL , but
are definitely not in YL .
Having this in mind our further proceeding may be described as follows.
Let g: R  R denote a smooth mapping and let (**, u*) # C be arbitrary,
but fixed. Then u* is a solution of the problem
2u+**f (u)+=g(u)=0, u # C2, :(R2) & XL (18)
for ==0, and we seek for solutions (=, u) near (0, u*). To accomplish this
we introduce the nonlinear smooth operator
G: {R_(C
2, :(R2) & XL)
(=, u)

[
C0, :(R2) & XL
2u+**f (u)+=g(u)
. (19)
(Note that for any u # C2, :(R2) & XL we have 2u # C
0, :(R2) & XL .)
Because of G(0, u*)=0 we aim at applying the implicit function theorem
to establish a unique solution curve of
G(=, u)=0 (20)
through (0, u*) which can be parameterized by =. Hence we have to verify
the bijectivity of the linearization
L(**, u*) :=Du G(0, u*): C2, :(R2) & XL  C
0, :(R2) & XL
which is given by
L(**, u*)v=2v+**f $(u*)v. (21)
According to the appendix, Lemma 6.1, this operator is a Fredholm
operator of index 0, so we only have to verify its injectivity. This in turn
is equivalent to showing that the linear boundary value problem
2v++f $(u*)v=0 in 0,
(22)v
&
=0 on 0
has only the trivial solution for +=**, since extending a C2, :(0 )-solution
of (22) to the whole of R2 by even reflections along the dotted lines in
Figure 2 furnishes a mapping v # C2, :(R2) & XL with L(+, u*)v=0. In the
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Fig. 3. Nodal domain structures of wo=u1 and we .
following we will not distinguish between the solution v of (22) and its
so-defined extension to R2.
Now recall that due to Courant and Hilbert [4] problem (22) has non-
trivial solutions only for a sequence 0=+1(u*)<+2(u*)+3(u*) } } } 
of values of +, and that the eigenvalue +i (u*) depends continuously on u*
for every i # N. Therefore the injectivity of L(**, u*) is equivalent to
**{+i (u*) for all i # N. (23)
Up to now our proceeding follows exactly the lines of [7], but it is
impossible to establish (23) by using the methods therein because they
crucially rely on the fact that the kernel of L(*0 , 0) is one-dimensional (here
(*0 , 0) denotes the intersection point of C with the trivial solution line) and
that it is spanned by a function in YL & XL (cf. Lemma 3.1 in [7]).
Yet in the situation considered in this paper the kernel of L(*0 , 0) is two-
dimensional (cf. Pinsky [15]), spanned by the two functions
wo(x1 , x2)=sin
4?x2
3
&2 cos
2? - 3 x1
3
sin
2?x2
3
,
(24)
we(x1 , x2)=cos
4?x2
3
+2 cos
2? - 3 x1
3
cos
2?x2
3
.
These two eigenfunctions correspond to the double eigenvalue +2(0)=
+3(0)=*0=16?2(9f $(0)) of (22) (cf. also (12)), and their nodal domain
structures are sketched in Figure 3. Thus, although the eigenfunction wo is
contained in YL & XL (note that it coincides with the first eigenfunction u1
of the linearized Dirichlet problem (8), as defined in (9)) the second func-
tion we definitely is notand the method used in [7] for proving (23) for
small amplitude solutions u* breaks down.
Therefore, a new technique has to be employed, and the first observation
in this direction is that whereas wo is odd with respect to the line [x2=0],
the function we is even. If we now define
X oL :=[u # XL : u(x1 , &x2)=&u(x1 , x2) for (x1 , x2) # R
2],
X eL :=[u # XL : u(x1 , &x2)=u(x1 , x2) for (x1 , x2) # R
2],
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then obviously we have we # X eL , wo # X
o
L , as well as XL=X
o
LX
e
L .
Moreover, the reader may easily check that for every v # C2, :(R2) & X oeL
and every + # R we have L(+, u*)v # C0, :(R2) & X oeL due to the assumed
oddness of f, so L(+, u*) induces linear operators
Lo(+, u*): C2, :(R2) & X oL  C
0, :(R2) & X oL ,
Le(+, u*): C2, :(R2) & X eL  C
0, :(R2) & X eL
through restriction.
But now the kernels of Lo(*0 , 0) and Le(*0 , 0) are one-dimensional,
spanned by wo and we , respectively, and an application of a result by Chow
and Hale [3] furnishes the following result.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that all the assumptions of Proposition 2.1
and Lemma 2.2 are satisfied, and let [(**({), u*({))] denote the local
parameterization of C near the bifurcation point (*0 , 0)=(16?2(9 f $(0)), 0)
guaranteed by Lemma 2.2.
Then there are smooth real-valued mappings +o and +e defined in a
neighborhood of 0 # R with +o(0)=+e(0)=*0 such that for every sufficiently
small |{| both Lo(+o({), u*({)) and Le(+e({), u*({)) have a one-dimensional
kernel.
Proof. The proposition is an immediate consequence of Chow and Hale
[3, Chapter 14, Theorem 3.1] and Lemma 6.1. K
According to the above-mentioned continuity of the eigenvalues +i (u*)
of the Neumann problem (22) with respect to u* and the fact that
0=+1(0)<+2(0)=+3(0)=*0<+4(0) (cf. Pinsky [15]) it is clear that for
sufficiently small |{| we have
[+2(u*({)), +3(u*({))]=[+o({), +e({)],
so that for proving (23) we only have to show +oe({){**({). For this we
need the following lemma where the Taylor series expansions for +oe({) are
calculated.
Lemma 3.2. In the situation of Proposition 3.1 we have the expansions
+o({)=*0++o2{
2+O({4),
+e({)=*0++e2{
2++e4{
4+O({6)
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for {  0, where *0=16?2(9f1) and
+o2=&
20?2f3
f 21
, +e2=&
20?2f3
3f 21
, +e4=&
460?2f5
9f 21
+c2. (25)
The constant c2 appearing in the formula for +e4 depends only on f1 and f3 but
not on any higher derivative of f at the origin.
Proof. We only prove the assertions concerning the Taylor series
expansion of +e, since the expansion of +o can be calculated analogously.
According to Theorem 3.1 in Chow and Hale [3, Chapter 14] and its
proof there are smooth mappings +e : U  R and we : U  C 2, :(R2) & X eL
defined in a neighborhood U/R of the origin with
+e({)=*0++e1 {++
e
2{
2++e3 {
3++e4 {
4++e5{
5+O({6), (26)
we({)=we+we1{+w
e
2 {
2+we3{
3+we4{
4+we5{
5+O({6) (27)
for {  0 such that for all sufficiently small |{| we have
L(+e({), u*({)) we({)=2we({)++e({) f $(u*({)) we({)=0, (28)
as well as
|
0
wewek dx=0 for k=1, ..., 5. (29)
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2 we now put (11), (26), and (27) into
Eq. (28) and collect the coefficients of equal powers of {. Using the expan-
sion f $(u)=f1+3f3 u2+5 f5 u4+O(u6) as u  0, for {0, {1, and {2 this
furnishes the three equations
2we+*0 f1we=0,
2we1+*0 f1w
e
1=&+
e
1 f1we ,
2we2+*0 f1w
e
2=&+
e
2 f1we&3*0 f3u
2
1we&+
e
1 f1 w
e
1 .
Whereas the first equation obviously is satisfied, the right-hand sides of the
remaining two equations have to be orthogonal to we with respect to the
standard L2(0) scalar product (cf. Lemma 6.1). Together with (29) this
immediately implies +e1=0, w
e
1=0, as well as
+e2=&
3*0 f3 0 u
2
1w
2
e dx
f1 0 w
2
e dx
. (30)
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Recalling that both we (cf. (24)) and u1 (cf. (9)) are given explicitly the
reader may now readily verify the formula for +e2 stated in (25) (see again
the appendix for Maple help).
Now let us have a look at the coefficients of higher powers of { in (28).
For {3 we get
2we3+*0 f1w
e
3=&+
e
3 f1we ,
and therefore +e3=0, as well as w
e
3=0. The coefficient of {
4 is given by
2we4+*0 f1w
e
4=&+
e
4 f1we&5*0 f5u
4
1we&6*0 f3u1u3we
&+e2 f1w
e
2&3*0 f3u
2
1w
e
2&3+
e
2 f3u
2
1we ,
which furnishes
+e4=&
5*0 f5 0 u
4
1w
2
e dx
f1 0 w
2
e dx
+c2( f1 , f3),
and this in turn reduces to the formula in (25). Finally, the reader may
easily verify that the coefficient of {5 yields both +e5=0 and w
e
5=0. K
Comparing the above expansions of +oe({) to the expansion of **({)
given in Lemma 2.2 we see that in fact +o({){**({) for sufficiently small
|{|, as long as f3{0. However, it is remarkable that +e({){**({) can only
be guaranteed if f5 satisfies an additional condition, which fortunately is a
generic one.
Together with the discussion from the beginning of this section we now
may easily deduce the injectivity of the operator L(**, u*) for sufficiently
small &u*&>0 and generic fand so we arrive at the following central
result of this section.
Proposition 3.3. Let the mapping f : R  R be sufficiently smooth and
odd with f (u)=f1u+f3u3+f5 u5+O(u7) for u  0, and assume further that
f1>0 and f3{0, as well as
f5{
f 21(c2&c1)
20?2
, (31)
where c1 and c2 are the constants of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.2 respectively,
which depend only on f1 and f3 . Finally, let g: R  R denote a smooth
mapping.
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Then for arbitrary but fixed (**, u*) # C (cf. Proposition 2.1) with suf-
ficiently small &u*&>0 the solution set [(=, u)]/R_C2, :(R2) of the
problem
2u+**f (u)+=g(u)=0 in R2, u # XL (32)
near (0, u*) consists of a C1-curve [(=, u=): |=|<*], for some *>0. Further-
more, the C1-mapping (&*, *) % = [ u= # C2, :(R2) & XL satisfies
u= u*&=w+o(=) as =  0 (33)
with w :=L(**, u*)&1 g(u*), where L(**, u*) is defined as in (21). Equiv-
alently, the restriction of w to the equilateral triangle 0 introduced in the
beginning of this section is the unique solution of the linear Neumann problem
2w+**f $(u*)w=g(u*) in 0,
(34)w
&
=0 on 0.
Proof. The proof can be carried over almost literally from the proof of
Proposition 3.3 in [7]. The required injectivity of L(**, u*) follows directly
from the expansions contained in Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.2, and the dis-
cussion above. In particular, (31) is equivalent to requiring +e4{*4 . K
Remark 3.4. Using the method of Taylor series expansion presented in
this section it can easily be shown that Proposition 3.3 in [7] remains valid
if the condition f (t)t>f $(t)>0 for sufficiently small t>0 (which e.g. is
implied by requiring f $$$(0)<0) is replaced by the condition f $$$(0){0.
4. STRUCTURE OF THE NODAL DOMAINS
In the last section we showed that for generic f the solution set of (32)
near the special solution (=, u)=(0, u*) is a smooth curve [(=, u=): |=|<*],
provided (**, u*) # C is sufficiently close to the bifurcation point on the
trivial solution line (cf. Proposition 2.1). Yet so far we made no statement
concerning the structure of the nodal domains of the mappings u= apart
from stating that for =  0 we have u= u*&=w+o(=), where w is given by
w=L(**, u*)&1 g(u*) (cf. (21)).
It will be the aim of this section to prove that the nodal domains of the
mappings u= are qualitatively of the form depicted in the right diagram of
Figure 1, possibly with the signs being exchanged, provided |=|>0 is suf-
ficiently small and (**, u*) is sufficiently close to the bifurcation point.
Basically this will be done by determining the geometry of w and using the
above-mentioned expansion of u= with respect to =.
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More precisely, let [(**({), u*({)): |{|<{0] denote the local parameter-
ization of C guaranteed by Lemma 2.2. Then assuming the situation of
Proposition 3.3 we know that for sufficiently small |{|>0 there is a unique
solution w({) # C2, :(R2) & XL of the equation
L(**({), u*({)) w({)=g(u*({)), (35)
and we will be able to describe the limiting behavior of w({) as {  0 to
such an extent that the nodal domain structure of u= u=({) can be deter-
mined for small |{|>0 and |=|>0.
But before going into that, let us recall briefly the corresponding result
of [7] for the rectangular case. In Proposition 3.4 of that paper it was
proved that for even mappings g we have
L(**({), u*({)) &1g(u*({)) 
g(0)
*0 f $(0)
as {  0,
so if g(0){0, then the mapping w({) is close to a non-vanishing constant
for small |{|>0. From this we may conclude immediately that the nodal
lines of the solutions u= break up and move into the interior of every other
rectangle of the original checkerboard pattern (cf. Figure 1 in [7]). Finally
it was shown that the case of a not necessarily even mapping g can be
reduced to this special case.
The crucial idea behind the evenness assumption on g is that it implies
additional reflection symmetries for both w({) and g(u*({)), and therefore
we may consider the restriction of the operators L(**({), u*({)) to the sub-
space of mappings with these reflection symmetries. But then the restriction
of L(*0 , 0) will be one-to-one, and this finally furnishes the desired result
(see [7] for more details).
In the triangle case the analogue of this procedure amounts to consider-
ing the operators Le(**({), u*({)) introduced in the last sectionand we
pointed out already that for {=0 this operator is not one-to-one. Thus the
method employed in [7] for determining the limiting behavior of w({)
breaks down completely in the situation of the present paper.
In fact, this breakdown is not accidental. We will see in a few moments
that the asymptotic behavior of w({) for {  0 in the triangle case is
absolutely different from what we observed in the rectangular case and
in order to accomplish this we have to begin with two auxiliary results.
As for the motivation of the first result let us have another look at the
limiting behavior of w({) in the rectangular case. Obviously the constant
limit point g(0)(*0 f $(0)) solves the ‘‘limiting equation’’
L(*0 , 0)w=g(0),
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whose solution space is a one-dimensional affine space. Thus, although we
already indicated before that the limiting behavior of w({) in the triangle
case will be completely different, it seems reasonable that the solution
space of (35) for {=0 will be important for our investigations, and the
reader may easily check that it is the two-dimensional affine space
g(0)(*0 f $(0))+span[wo , we].
For reasons which will become clearer later on, we would like to reduce
the dimension of this affine space by one similar to the above-sketched
proceeding in [7]. Hence we assume for the moment that the mapping g
is even. This implies g(u*({)) # X eL and instead of (35) we may consider the
equation
Le(**({), u*({))w=g(u*({)), w # X eL . (36)
Again for sufficiently small |{|>0 this equation is uniquely solvable for
w=w({) (The reader may easily convince himself that for even g the
unique solution w({) of (35) for small |{|>0 automatically satisfies
w({) # X eL .), whereas for {=0 the solution set of (36) is the now one-
dimensional affine space g(0)(*0 f $(0))+span[we]and both this space
and the above Eq. (36) will be the subject of the following first auxiliary
result.
In this central lemma, (36) is understood as an equation in the two
variables { and w, and for any w* from the above one-dimensional affine
space the solution set of (36) in a neighborhood of ({, w)=(0, w*) will be
described by using a LyapunovSchmidt reduction.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that all the conditions of Proposition 3.3 are
satisfied and let g: R  R be sufficiently smooth and even. Furthermore,
suppose that g(u)=g0+g2 u2+g4 u4+O(u6) for u  0 and that
f1 g2&3f3 g0{0. (37)
Let [(**({), u*({)): |{|<{0] denote the parameterization of the branch C
guaranteed by Lemma 2.2, let the operator Le(**, u*) be defined as in the
last section, and consider the equation
Le(**({), u*({))w=2w+**({) f $(u*({))w=g(u*({)) (38)
for ({, w) # R_(C2, :(R2) & X eL ). Then the one-dimensional affine space S
defined by
S :={\0, g0*0 f1+| } we+ : | # R= ,
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where we is defined as in (24), consists of solutions of (38). Moreover, there
is a neighborhood U of S in R_(C2, :(R2) & X eL) such that (38) has no solu-
tions in U"S.
Proof. Let w*=g0(*0 f1)+|we for some arbitrary, but fixed, | # R,
and set
X :=C2, :(R2) & X eL ,
Y :=C0, :(R2) & X eL ,
T({, w) :=Le(**({), u*({)) w&g(u*({)).
We have to prove that there is a neighborhood N of (0, w*) in R_X such
that all solutions of the equation
T({, w)=0 (39)
in N are of the form (0, w*+#we) for some # # R.
At first glance this statement might remind the reader of a result by
Crandall and Rabinowitz [6, Theorem 3.2]. Note however that this result
is not applicable since we have D{T(0, w)=0 for all (0, w) # S.
Rather, we will employ a LyapunovSchmidt reduction and so we have
to begin with suitable decompositions of X and Y. Let
X0 :=span[we]/X,
X1 :={w # X: |0 wwe dx=0= ,
Y0 :=span[we]/Y,
Y1 :={w # Y: |0 wwe dx=0= .
Obviously we have both X=X0X1 and Y=Y0Y1 , and the spaces X0
and Y1 are kernel and range of the operator Le(*0 , 0): X  Y, respectively
(cf. Lemma 6.1). Let P0 : Y  Y0 and P1 : Y  Y1 denote the orthogonal
projections with kernels Y1 and Y0 , respectively. If for w # X we further
write
w=w*+#we+z with # # R, z # X1 ,
then Eq. (39) is equivalent to the two equations
T0({, #, z) :=P0T({, w*+#we+z)=0, (40)
T1({, #, z) :=P1T({, w*+#we+z)=0, (41)
which we want to solve near the special solution (0, 0, 0) # R_R_X1 .
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Let us begin by solving the second equation. The reader may readily
verify that the partial derivative of T1 with respect to z in (0, 0, 0) is given
by
DzT1(0, 0, 0)=P1Le(*0 , 0)| X1 : X1  Y1,
and that this linear continuous operator is one-to-one and onto. Thus the
implicit function theorem may be employed and it furnishes neighborhoods
V=(&{^, {^)_(&#^, #^)/R2 of (0, 0) and W/X1 of 0, as well as a smooth
mapping z*: V  W with z*(0, 0)=0 such that the solution set of (41) in
V_W is given by [({, #, z*({, #)): ({, #) # V]. Putting this into (40) we
arrive at the bifurcation equation for (39):
T0({, #, z*({, #))=0. (42)
For evaluating this equation we still need further information. First of all,
it is clear that (41) is satisfied if and only if
T({, w*+#we+z) # Y0=span[we].
Therefore, the existence and smoothness of z* furnishes a uniquely deter-
mined smooth mapping b: V  R such that in V we have
T({, w*+#we+z*({, #))=b({, #)we. (43)
On the other hand, the bifurcation Eq. (42) is satisfied if and only if
T({, w*+#we+z*({, #)) # Y1 ,
which in turn is equivalent to
b({, #)=0 (44)
according to (43) and the definition of Y1and to complete the proof we
only have to show that there is a {~ # (0, {^] such that in (&{~ , {~ )_(&#^, #^)
the solution set of (44) is given by [(0, #): |#|<#^].
To that end, let us assume for the moment that # # (&#^, #^) is arbitrary,
but fixed. Due to the smoothness of z* and b we have the Taylor series
expansions
z*({, #)=‘0(#)+‘1(#){+‘2(#){2+O({3),
b({, #)=;0(#)+;1(#){+;2(#){2+O({3), for {  0.
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Putting this, together with the expansions (10) and (11), into (43) and
collecting the coefficients of equal powers of { furnishes the equation
2‘i (#)+*0 f1 ‘i (#)=;i (#)we
for ‘i (#) # X1 and ;i (#) # R, i=0, 1, and with the help of Lemma 6.1 the
reader may easily deduce both ‘0(#)=‘1(#)=0 and ;0(#)=;1(#)=0.
Analogously we get the following equation for ‘2(#) and ;2(#):
2‘2(#)+*0 f1 ‘2(#)=;2(#)we+g2u21
&3*0 f3(w*+#we) u21&*2 f1(w*+#we).
Again, according to Lemma 6.1 the right-hand side of this equation has to
be orthogonal to we with respect to the standard L2(0) scalar product, and
this yields
;2(#)=
(3f3g0&f1g2) 0 u
2
1we dx
f1 0 w
2
e dx
+
*2g0 0 we dx
*0 0 w
2
e dx
+(|+#) }
3*0 f3 0 u
2
1 w
2
e dx+*2 f1 0 w
2
e dx
0 w
2
e dx
(45)
where we also used the fact that w*= g0(*0 f1)+|we . If we now put the
explicit formulas for u1 and we (cf. (9) and (24)) into (45) we get
;2(#)=g2&
3f3 g0
f1
,
which in fact is independent of | and #. Furthermore, (37) implies
;2(#){0. Altogether we have shown that for all # # (&#^, #^) the identities
b(0, #)=
b
{
(0, #)=0 and
2b
{2
(0, #)=2g2&
6f3 g0
f1
{0
hold, and therefore there is a {~ # (0, {^] such that in (&{~ , {~ )_(&#^, #^) all
solutions of (44) are given by [(0, #): |#|< #^]. This completes the proof of
the lemma. K
Although Lemma 4.1 does not yet reveal the actual limiting behavior of
w({) as {  0, it already proves that this behavior will be different from
what we observed in the rectangular case (cf. [7]) as w({) cannot converge
to the constant g0(*0 f1).
But before we proceed with unveiling this behavior let us emphasize that
the condition on g in the preceding lemma is a generic one, which par-
ticularly is satisfied in the application of our results to the CahnHilliard
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equation mentioned in the introduction, where we have to consider the
case g(u)=&1.
The second auxiliary result will be devoted to giving a first description
of the actual limiting behavior of w({).
Lemma 4.2. In the situation of the previous Lemma 4.1 let w({) denote
the unique solution of
Le(**({), u*({)) w({)=g(u*({))
in C2, :(R2) & X eL for sufficiently small |{|>0. Then
lim
{  0
&w({)&2, :, 0 =,
where & }&2, :, 0 denotes the norm of the Ho lder space C 2, :(0 ).
Proof. Let us assume there is a sequence ({n)n # N converging to 0 such
that the sequence (&w({n)&2, :, 0 )n # N is bounded, and let 0*/R
2 denote a
domain with sufficiently smooth boundary (C 0, 1 suffices) which contains 0
in its interior. Then the sequence (&w({n)&2, :, 0
*
)n # N obviously is bounded,
too. Recalling the compactness of the embedding C2, :(0
*
)/C1, :(0
*
)
(cf. for example Zeidler [16, p. 233]) we may further assume without loss
of generality that the sequence (w({n))n # N converges in C
1, :(0
*
).
But now an application of the interior Schauder estimate (cf. Gilbarg
and Trudinger [9, Theorem 6.2]) implies
&w({n)&w({m)&2, :, 0 C(&w({n)&w({m)&, 0
*
+&g(u*({n))&g(u*({m))&0, :, 0
*
+&**({n) f $(u*({n)) w({n)&**({m)
} f $(u*({m)) w({m)&0, :, 0
*
),
so (w({n))n # N is a Cauchy sequence in both C
2, :(0 ) and C2, :(R2) & X eL
and therefore it converges to some w* # C2, :(R2) & X eL . Finally, if we con-
sider the pointwise limit of the equation
2w({n)+**({n) f $(u*({n)) w({n)=g(u*({n))
for n   we see that w* satisfies the equation
2w*+*0 f $(0) w*=g(0),
i.e., we have (0, w*) # S (where S is defined as in Lemma 4.1). However,
since ({n , w({n))  (0, w*) as n   this contradicts Lemma 4.1. K
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The previous lemma still does not allow any description of the nodal
domain structure of the solutions u=({) of
2u+**({) f (u)+=g(u)=0 in R2, u # XL
for small |{|>0 and |=|>0, since for doing that we need information on
the geometry of the nodal domains of w({). Fortunately, this last problem
can now easily be solved in the next proposition, where we also show that
the evenness assumption on g is not essential.
Proposition 4.3. In the situation of Proposition 3.3 let us assume further
that g(u)=g0+g1u+g2u2+O(u3) for u  0 with
f1 g2&3f3 g0{0.
Let u=({) # C2, :(R2) denote the unique solution of the problem
2u+**({) f (u)+=g(u)=0 in R2, u # XL
near u*({). Then for sufficiently small |{|>0 and |=|>0 the nodal domains
of the mapping u=({) qualitatively are of the form depicted in the right
diagram of Figure 1, possibly after exchanging the signs.
Proof. To begin with, let us consider the case of an even mapping g so
that we can use Lemma 4.2. Define
v({) :=
w({)
&w({)&2, :, 0
,
where again w({) is the unique solution of (36) for sufficiently small |{|>0,
and let ({n)n # N denote any sequence converging to 0 such that w({n) exists
for all n # N.
Since (v({n))n # N is contained in the unit sphere of C
2, :(0 ) we may
reason as in Lemma 4.2 to see that there are subsequences of (v({n))n # N
which converge in both C2, :(0 ) and C2, :(R2) & X eL. Let (v({mn ))n # N
denote any such convergent subsequence and let v* # C2, :(R2) & X eL
denote its limit point. Knowing that v({m n ) satisfies the equation
2v({mn )+**({mn ) f $(u*({m n)) v({mn )=
g(u*({m n ))
&w({mn )&2, :, 0
we may pass to the limit n  , and together with Lemma 4.2 this fur-
nishes
2v*+*0 f $(0) v*=0,
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i.e., v* has to be a scalar multiple of we . Observing that v* is contained
in the unit sphere of C 2, :(0 ) we even get v* # [\wNe ], where w
N
e :=
we&we&2, :, 0 .
Altogether we have shown up to now that for any sequence ({n)n # N con-
verging to 0 the corresponding sequence (v({n))n # N has at least one limit
point in C2, :(R2) & X eL , and that any such limit point is either w
N
e or
&wNe . Due to the continuous dependence of v({) on { (for sufficiently small
|{|>0) we can easily deduce that then actually
lim
{  0, {>0
w({)
&w({)&2, :, 0
# [\wNe ] and lim
{  0, {<0
w({)
&w({)&2, :, 0
# [\wNe ].
In other words, for sufficiently small |{|>0 the nodal domains of w({) quali-
tatively are of the same form as the nodal domains of we (cf. Figure 3),
possibly after exchanging the signs. In view of (33) this already proves the
proposition for even g.
Now let g denote a not necessarily even mapping satisfying all the
assumptions of the proposition, and define smooth mappings ge and go by
ge(u) := 12 (g(u)+g(&u)) and go(u) :=
1
2 (g(u)&g(&u)). Furthermore, let
weo({) :=L(**({), u*({))&1 geo(u*({))
for sufficiently small |{|>0. Since ge is even the above-proved special case
shows that the nodal domains of we({) qualitatively are of the same form
as the nodal domains of we . On the other hand, the reader may easily
verify that in fact we have wo({) # X oL , i.e., wo({) vanishes on [x2=0] & 0.
Observing that the mapping w({) :=L(**({), u*({))&1 g(u*({)) is the sum
of we({) and wo({) we finally get w({)=we({) on [x2=0] & 0, and
together with (33) this completes the proof of the proposition. K
To finish this section, we discuss the results obtained so far from a group
theoretic point of view. Let us consider the two-parameter problem
H(=, *, u)=0, (46)
where
H: {R_R_(C
(R2) & XL)
(=, *, u)

[
C(R2) & XL
2u+*f (u)+=g(u)
.
The total derivative of H at a point (=, *, u)=(0, **, u*) is the bounded
linear operator
DH(0, **, u*): R_R_(C(R2) & XL)  C
(R2) & XL
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given by
DH(0, **, u*)[=^, * , u^]==^g(u*)+* f (u*)+L(**, u*) u^,
with L(**, u*) as in (21). For invertible L(**, u*) (cf. our discussion in
Section 3) the operator DH(0, **, u*) has a two-dimensional kernel
K :=ker DH(0, **, u*) spanned by
(=^1 , * 1 , u^1) :=(0, &1, L(**, u*)&1 f (u*)) and
(=^2 , * 2 , u^2) :=(&1, 0, L(**, u*)&1 g(u*)).
According to the implicit function theorem there is a two-dimensional
C1-manifold of solutions of (46) near (0, **, u*), which is tangent to K.
Furthermore, the Euclidean equivariance of Eq. (46) with respect to the
u-component implies the invariance of
K :=span[u^1 , u^2]
under the action of the Euclidean group. This is the reason why representa-
tion theory enters our discussion, because K is such a representation.
Let us provide some background information. In Case Study 4 of
Golubitsky et al. [10], or in [11], the representation of the group
11 :=D6 +4 T 2 acting on the space C L(R
2) of L-invariant functions is
explicitly determined. Here T 2 :=R2L denotes the group of nontrivial
translations acting on C L (R
2). Similarly, the representation of the group
12 :=11 Z (m)2 is studied, where Z
(m)
2 :=(}) denotes the Z2-midplane
action defined by }u(x) :=&u(x). In Eq. (46) this last symmetry is only
present for ==0.
The solutions in our paper are automatically contained in XL due to
their constructionhence they are not only L-invariant, but also invariant
under the D3 action which leaves the lattice invariant. For a group
theoretic analysis we therefore need to consider the subspace
XL=FixCL (R 2) (D3)=[u # C

L (R
2) | #u=u, for all # # D3]
with whatever action is left on it. This has not been developed in
Golubitsky et al. [10], but it can easily be obtained using their techniques.
Let us describe the results: Starting from the 11 action there is only a
1 1 :=Z2=D6 D3 action left on XL . Similarly, from the 12 action only the
action of 1 2 :=Z2Z (m)2 is left.
For instance, the fundamental 6-dimensional representation of 11 or 12
described in [10] contains a 2-dimensional subspace of D3-invariant functions.
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This representation of 1 1 or 1 2 is reducible, spanned by the two
(irreducible) subspaces corresponding to the eigenfunctions
v1(x, y) := 16 :
# # D3
sin (#l1 , (x, y ))
and v2(x, y) := 16 :
# # D3
cos (#l1 , (x, y))
which have the symmetries of the regular triangle and the hexagon, respec-
tively. (In the above formula we set l1 :=c } (0, 1) and l2 :=c } (- 32, &12 );
these vectors generate the dual lattice of L for suitable c>0.) Note that
both v1 and v2 are basis elements of one-dimensional fixed point spaces for
the representation of 11 and 12 on C L (R
2) given in [10, 11], thus describ-
ing possible nodal patterns for the phenomenon of Be nard convection.
The solutions we construct in our paper exhibit the symmetries and
nodal lines of v1 (on the primary branch, i.e., for ==0 and induced by u^1)
and are perturbed by a function with the symmetries and the nodal struc-
ture of v2 (for ={0, induced by u^2).
However, from a group theoretic point of view there is not only this
fundamental representation. C L (R
2)[constant functions] is the direct
sum of infinitely many 6- and 12-dimensional representations of 11 or 12 .
All of these shrink to 2-dimensional reducible representations for 1 1 or 1 2 .
For fixed ( j1 , j2) # Z_Z"[(0, 0)] we obtain a representation spanned by
w1(x, y) := 16 :
# # D3
i } ei } (#( j1 l 1+j 2 l2), (x, y))
+16 :
# # D6"D 3
i } ei } (#( j1 l 1+j2 l2), (x, y ))
= 16 :
# # D3
sin (#( j1 l1+j2 l2), (x, y ))
and
w2(x, y ) := 112 :
# # D 6
ei } (#( j 1 l1+j2 l 2), (x, y))
= 16 :
# # D3
cos (#( j1 l1+j2 l2), (x, y)).
Every w2 which can be constructed in this way has the D6 -symmetries of the
hexagon. Therefore they all are possible (irreducible) representations which
may appear as part of the two-dimensional kernel K in our bifurcation
problem, which is responsible for breaking the regular triangle symmetry.
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From a group theoretic point of view however, none of these possibilities
is preferred. Moreover, bifurcation in the various w2 directions produces
infinitely many different patterns. Even if one assumes generically satisfied
conditions (like the ‘‘transversality condition’’ of invertibility for L(**, u*)),
group theoretical methods alone cannot determine the preferred pattern.
For that reason we had to discuss the specific circumstances of our equa-
tion to prove the occurrence of the ‘‘v1+=v2 ’’ pattern.
5. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE METHOD
The methods developed in the last two sections for treating the case of
triangle symmetry are of course also applicable to other situations. This
will be demonstrated in the present section, where we will consider both
the non-generic rectangle cases which had to be excluded in [7], as well as
other nodal domain geometries arising from the work of Healey and
Kielho fer [12]. Thereby new phenomena will occur which could not be
observed in the triangle case.
5.1. The Non-Generic Rectangle Cases
The basic setting considered in [7] for treating the rectangular case has
already been mentioned in the introduction: Solving a Dirichlet problem
on the rectangle D=(&a, a)_(&b, b) furnishes the global solution branch
C of (6), where now the space YL consists of L-periodic functions which
are odd with respect to the lines [x1=a] and [x2=b], and the lattice L
is generated by k1=(4a, 0) and k2=(0, 4b). In other words, Proposition 2.1
of Section 2 is valid for the rectangle D as well if we let
*0=
?2
4f $(0) \
1
a2
+
1
b2+
denote the *-component of the bifurcation point, which is of course the first
eigenvalue of (8) corresponding to the eigenfunction
u1(x1 , x2)=cos
?x1
2a
cos
?x2
2b
.
In order to determine the local expansion of C near the bifurcation point
we may proceed as in Lemma 2.2. Putting the above eigenfunction u1 into
(16) we get
*2=&
9 f3*0
16f1
,
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as well as the expansion
**({)=*0+*2 {2+O({4) for {  0. (47)
We would have also been able to calculate *4 by means of (17) (depending
on u3), but it will turn out that this is not necessary in the rectangle case.
As for the solvability of the perturbed problem (18) we consider the
domain 0=(0, 2a)_(0, 2b) and the space XL consisting of all L-periodic
functions which are even with respect to the lines [x1=0] and [x2=0].
Defining G and L(**, u*) as in Section 3 we further see that the kernel of
L(*0 , 0) contains the mapping
wo(x1 , x2)=u1(x1 , x2)=cos
?x1
2a
cos
?x2
2b
.
It was already pointed out in [7] that wo spans the whole kernel if and
only if neither b2a2+1 nor a2b2+1 are the square of an integer
n2and since the method of proof used therein heavily relied on the
simplicity of the eigenvalue *0 we assumed that this generic condition was
satisfied.
However, using the methods of the present paper we may consider these
exceptional casesand in doing this we restrict ourselves to the case a>b,
i.e.,
a2
b2
+1=n2 for some n # N with n2.
Then the kernel of L(*0 , 0) is two-dimensional, spanned by wo and
we(x1 , x2)=cos
?nx1
2a
,
and the analogues of the spaces X oL and X
e
L introduced in Section 3 now
consist of mappings in XL which are odd and even, respectively, with
respect to the line [x2=b]. Furthermore, we may define the operators
Lo(**, u*) and Le(**, u*) through restriction as in Section 3.
With these definitions we may now carry over both Proposition 3.1 and
Lemma 3.2 almost literally, and this furnishes the mappings +oe( } ) and the
expansions
+oe({)=*0++oe2 {
2+O({4) for {  0,
where
+o2=&
27f3 *0
16f1
, +e2=&
3f3*0
4f1
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according to (30) (note that this formula remains valid if we replace the
superscript ‘‘e’’ by ‘‘o’’).
Comparing the second order coefficients of these expansions with the
corresponding coefficient in the expansion of **( } ) in (47) it can imme-
diately be seen that the analogue of Proposition 3.3 remains valid under
the even weaker assumption that f1>0 and f3{0; there is no additional
condition on any higher derivative of the mapping f. Thus we get unique
solutions u=({) of the problem (32) for sufficiently small |{|>0 and |=|>0,
and the local expansion (33) holds.
All that remains to be done is determining the asymptotic behavior of
the mapping w({) defined in (35) as {  0, since this in turn determines the
structure of the nodal domains of u=({). For doing this it is again sufficient
to consider the special case of an even mapping gthe extension to the
general case can be accomplished as in Section 4.
Similar to our proceeding in the last section we will describe the solution
set of (38) near the one-dimensional affine space S defined in Lemma 4.1, and
in doing this we can simply follow the lines of the proof of this lemma. Again
we find that solving (38) near ({, w)=(0, w*(|))=(0, g0 (*0 f1)+|we) # S
is equivalent to solving the bifurcation equation
b({, #)=0, (48)
and for fixed # we may deduce the expansion
b({, #)=;2(#) {2+O({3) for {  0.
This time, however, the coefficient ;2(#) will be of a completely different
nature. If we put the explicit formulas for u1 and we into (45) we get
;2(#)={
3f3*0
16
} (|+#)+
3f3 g0&f1 g2
4f1
3f3*0
16
} (|+#)
for n=2
for n3
,
i.e., the coefficient ;2(#) depends on both # and |.
In order to understand the implications for the limiting behavior of w({)
let |* :=4( f1g2&3f3g0)(3f1 f3 *0) for n=2 and |* :=0 for n3. Then it
is clear that for |{|* there is a neighborhood of ({, #)=(0, 0) such that
all solutions of (48) in this neighborhood are of the form (0, #) (this can
be shown by using an argument similar to the one in Lemma 4.1), and this
in turn implies that the only solutions of (38) near (0, w*(|)) are those
lying on S.
Yet for |=|* the situation is completely different. The second
derivative of the mapping b( } , #) at the origin vanishes exactly for #=0,
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and it changes the sign as # changes its sign. It is not hard to show that
then there is a neighborhood N of (0, 0) such that the solution set of (48)
in N is given by
([(0, #): # # R] & N) _ [({, c({)): |{|<{$],
where c( } ) is a real-valued mapping defined on the interval (&{$, {$)/R
satisfying lim{  0 c({)=0. Recalling that (38) has the unique solution w({)
for sufficiently small |{|>0 we may finally deduce that there is a
neighborhood V of (0, w*(|*)) such that the solution set of (38) in V is
given by
(S & V) _ [({, w({)): |{|<{"]
for some {">0, i.e., we have w({)  w*(|*)=g0(*0 f1)+|*we as {  0.
This already concludes our discussion of the non-generic rectangle cases
which had to be excluded in [7]. Altogether we have shown that for n3
the mapping w({) converges to the constant g0(*0 f1), so assuming g0{0
the nodal domains of u=({) are of the form depicted in the right diagram
of Figure 1 in [7].
However, the case n=2, which corresponds to a=- 3 b or b=- 3 a,
exhibits a new phenomenon. Here we have
w({) 
g0
*0 f1
+
4( f1 g2&3f3 g0)
3f1 f3 *0
we as {  0,
so that in general the nodal lines will no longer move into the interiors of
the original rectangles. Rather the new nodal lines (which generically still
break up) intersect the old ones. This is illustrated in Figure 4 for the
important special case f (u)=u&f3u3, f3r1, and g(u)=&1, which is
interesting for applying our results to the CahnHilliard equation.
Fig. 4. The rectangle case with a2=3b2.
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5.2. More Nodal Domain Geometries
This last subsection is devoted to applying our method to another nodal
domain geometry which was pointed out to us by Timothy J. Healey. In
doing this we will be very brief since basically we may proceed as in the
previous subsection.
Again, let f : R  R denote a smooth odd mapping with f1=f $(0)>0.
According to Healey and Kielho fer [12] there is a global solution branch
C of solutions (*, u) # R_C2, :(R2) of (6) whose nodal domains are as in
the left diagram of Figure 5 (a suitable YL will be presented below).
Assuming that the squares consisting of two adjacent triangles have side-
length a>0 this branch bifurcates from the trivial solution line [(*, 0)] at
the point (*0 , 0), where
*0=
5?2
a2f1
(cf. (49) below), and together with a well-known result by Crandall and
Rabinowitz [5] we deduce that C is a smooth curve near the bifurcation
point, parameterized by mappings **( } ) and u*( } ).
For determining the local expansion of C we introduce the domain
D=[(x1 , x2) # R2 : 0<x1<a , 0<x2<x1],
and the corresponding space YL consists of those functions which are
2a-periodic with respect to both x1 and x2 , and odd with respect to the
nodal lines depicted in the left diagram of Figure 5. Then the first eigen-
function u1 of (8) is given by
u1(x1 , x2)=sin
?x1
a
sin
2?x2
a
&sin
2?x1
a
sin
?x2
a
, (49)
and together with the proof of Lemma 2.2 (cf. (16)) we get the expansion
**({)=*0+*2 {2+O({4) for {  0,
where
*2=&
21 f3*0
16f1
.
As for the perturbed Eq. (18) consider the diamond-shaped domain
0=[(x1 , x2) # R2 : |x1 |+|x2 |<a]
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and let XL consist of those mappings which are 2a-periodic with respect to
both x1 and x2 and even with respect to the lines determining 0. The
kernel of the associated linear operator L(*0 , 0) is spanned by wo=u1 and
the function we defined by
we(x1 , x2)=sin
?(x1+x2)
2a
sin
3?(x1&x2)
2a
+sin
3?(x1+x2)
2a
sin
?(x1&x2)
2a
,
and the spaces XoeL consist of those functions in XL which are oddeven
with respect to the line [x1=0].
With these definitions both Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 remain valid,
and they furnish the expansions (cf. (30) and the analogous formula for +o2)
+oe({)=*0++oe2 {
2+O({4) for {  0,
where
+o2=&
63f3*0
16f1
, +e2=&
15f3*0
16f1
.
Thus, Proposition 3.3 remains true as long as f1>0 and f3{0 yielding the
solutions u=({) of (32).
All that remains to be done is determining the nodal domain structure
of these mappings u=({). To that end we assume again that g is even.
Fig. 5. Another nodal line geometry.
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Following the lines of the last subsection we get the bifurcation equation
b({, #)=0, where for fixed # we have the expansion
b({, #)=;2(#) {2+O({3) for {  0
with
;2(#)=&
3f3 *0
8
(|+#).
Similar to the case n3 of the last subsection we may finally deduce that
w({) 
g0
*0 f1
as {  0,
and so for sufficiently small |{|>0 and |=|>0 the nodal domains of the
mappings u=({) are of the form depicted in the right diagram of Figure 5,
provided we have g(0)=g0{0.
To close this section let us remark that our method could also be applied
to solutions of (3) whose nodal domains have the structure shown in
Healey and Kielho fer [12, p. 83], but since this case can be transformed to
the case considered above using some affine transformation we will refrain
from giving the details.
APPENDIX
For the convenience of the reader we state the following result which was
needed in Section 3.
Lemma 6.1. Let XL , X
o
L, and X
e
L denote the function spaces introduced
in Section 3, and let c # X eL be sufficiently smooth. Finally, define the linear
bounded operator
L: C2, :(R2) & XL  C
0, :(R2) & XL
by
Lv :=&2v+cv.
Then L induces operators
Lo : C2, :(R2) & X oL  C
0, :(R2) & X oL ,
Le : C2, :(R2) & X eL  C
0, :(R2) & X eL
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through restriction and the following assertions hold : L is a Fredholm
operator of index 0 and we have the decomposition
C0, :(R2) & XL=N(L)R(L),
where N(L) and R(L) denote the kernel and the range of L, respectively.
Furthermore, the range of L can be characterized as
R(L)={u # C0, :(R2) & XL : |0 uv dx=0 for all v # N(L)= ,
where 0 denotes the equilateral triangle defined in Section 3.
Analogous statements are valid for Lo and Le if in the characterization of
R(Lo) or R(Le) the space XL is replaced by X oL or X
e
L , respectively.
Proof. The proof for L follows exactly the lines of the proof of Lemma A.1
in [7]. The assertions concerning Lo and Le are then straightforward. K
As we already mentioned in Section 2 all calculations needed in this
paper were done using Maple V. For the convenience of those readers not
familiar with this program we include the following sample code.
triangle :=proc()
d := 3 ^ (12):
* first eigenfunction of the Dirichlet problem on D
u1 := expand( sin( 4*Pi*x23)&sin(2*Pi*(d*x1+x2)3)
+sin(2*Pi*(d*x1&x2)3) );print(‘u1=‘,u1);
* integrals necessary in the proof of Lemma 2.2; domain D
t1 := simplify ( int( int( u1 ^ 2 , x1=x2d..d&x2d) , x2=0..32 ));
t2 := simplify ( int( int( u1 ^ 4 , x1=x2d..d&x2d) , x2=0..32 ));
t3 := simplify ( int( int( u1 ^ 6 , x1=x2d..d&x2d) , x2=0..32 ));
print(‘t1=‘,t1);print(‘t2=‘,t2);print(‘t3=‘,t3);
* eigenfunctions for the Neumann problem on Omega
tu1 := (d * x1&x2)2: tu2 := (x1+d*x2)2:
wo := expand(sin(4*Pi*tu13)&sin(2*Pi*tu13&2*Pi*tu2*d3)
&sin(2*Pi*tu13+2*Pi*tu2*d3));print(‘wo=‘,wo);
we := expand(cos(4*Pi*tu13)+cos(2*Pi*tu13&2*Pi*tu2*d3)
+cos(2*Pi*tu13+2*Pi*tu2*d3));print(‘we=‘,we);
* integrals necessary in the proof of Lemma 3.2; domain Omega
s1 := simplify( int(int(we ^ 2 , x2=&x1d..x1d), x1=0..d2));
s2e :=simplify( int(int(we ^ 2 * u1 ^ 2 , x2=&x1d..x1d), x1=0..d2));
s2o := simplify( int(int(wo ^ 2 * u1 ^ 2 , x2=&x1d..x1d), x1=0..d2));
s3 := simplify( int(int(we ^ 2 * u1 ^ 4 , x2=&x1d..x1d), x1=0..d2));
print(‘s1=‘,s1);print(‘s2e=‘,s2e);print(‘s2o=‘,s2o);print(‘s3=‘,s3);
end;
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